The students of Final year Under Graduation and Post Graduation had a hands-on experience in handling, Junior Project on 25th February at Smart class room of Computer Academy, organized by Prof J. Jerald Inico, Department of Computer Science. The Seminar was presided by Mr. C.S. Jaykrishna, Senior Associate - Projects, Cognizant Technology Solutions. It was the first time that such an initiative was taken by the department to give the students a professional vision to handle the projects.

Mr. Jaykrishna, the resource person of the day, was a certified PMP master and not only he is an all India Champion but also the youngest person to achieve the title. The privilege to have him in the college was clearly evident from the enthusiastic and eager faces that couldn't resist shooting their questions at the speaker to get it cleared. The seminar kick started with the introduction of importance of Project Management Training in a professional scenario. The bewildered look at many faces seems to calm down no sooner within the first few minutes from the commencement of talk.

The dos and don’ts was the centre of attraction and caught much attention of the students who took it as a guideline to give their college project a
professional touch. In order to make the seminar more simplified and to bring down the level to amateur level he invited questions pertaining to the students projects. One such question which impressed all was about technology and time constraint which he tried to resolve by providing tips and techniques.

The session ended with applause for the amazing experience provided by the resource person. After the session it was noticed many students personally thanked the resource person for providing the amazing experience and was seen exchanging contacts. Overall it was a great step took by Prof. J Jerald Inico to make his students future ready with his usual out of box thinking and by his usual motivation for students to look a step further ahead than the prescribed curriculum.